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Abstract
An investigation of Malaysia tourism development was conducted to identify the psychographic character of
travellers in each phase of development. Resulted from analysing the secondary data (obtained from government
archives, local newspapers and journals) and informal conversation with the government experts revealed that
from the First until the Fifth Plan, the Malaysia tourism industry appealed mostly to allocentric and near
allocentric travellers. As the demand increase and destination development become more tourist-oriented, the
destination attracted the mid-centric tourist (in Sixth to Seventh Plans). Finally, in the Eighth and Ninth Plans, it
appealed more to the psychocentric tourist than the allocentric tourist. The results indicate qualified support for
Plog’s psycographic model within a country setting.
Keywords: Plog theory, segmentation, tourism area life cycle, Malaysia tourism
1. Introduction
The development of a destination for tourism is a dynamic process that evolves over time. Many scholars apply
the concept of the ‘life cycle model’ to indicate the development of tourism from the perspective of evolution to
explain the whole life cycle process of a destination.
One of the simplest models that applied the life cycle process was forwarded by Christaller (1993). The model
pointed out that tourist locations follow a relatively consistent process of evolution starting from discovery,
through to growth and decline (Meyer-Arendt, 1985). Gee, Makens, and Choy (1997) adapted a four -stage
model of tourist activity comprising discovery, initiative and local response, institutionalisation and saturation
and alienation. Plog (1974) delineated a life cycle from the perspective of the travelers’ psychology and
classified tourists into three types: the allocentric, the mid-centric, and the psychocentric (refer to Figure 1, Table
2 and Table 3). Butler advanced the ideas from Plog by recognizes the complex mix of tourist types in a
destination area at any given time instead of a particular tourist at a particular period of development (France,
1991; Morais, Dong, & Yang, 2006 ).
Plog (2001) asserted that ‘at each stage, the destination appeal to different psychographic groups of travellers,
determines the destination characteristic and success’ (p. 18) (refer to Table 3 ). For instance, the psychocentric
or dependable tourist is cautious, conservative, intellectually restricted, repressed and inward looking. The
psychocentric or dependable tourist travels less frequent, prefers driving to flying and seeks familiar, well
developed destination. By contrast, the allocentric or venturer is an extroverted, intellectually curious, confident
individual who seeks variety and novelty when travelling, prefer to fly, travel interdependently and explore new
areas before they become too ‘touristy’. Finally, mid-centric sit between these two extremes and share elements
of each to varying degree (refer Table 2) (McKercher, 2011). However, this was questioned on the grounds that
Plog’s psychographic model was more attuned to describe the market rather than predicting the life cycle stage,
as destinations usually attract a diversity of tourists ranging from allocentric/venture to
psychocentric/dependable (McKercher, 2011). Rather than predicting the life cycle, the Plog model could be
used as a tool to assess how to make the destination more accessible to certain markets.
Notwithstanding criticisms the Plog model such as ineffective model as predictor of traveller behaviour (Litvin,
2006); and the impact of distance decay and culture distance have on the type of tourist who is willing to visit
(McKercher, 2011), Plog’s model is still used as psychographic profiling to predict the tourist life cycle as it is
the most cited work in literature along the Butler’s (1980) life cycle (McKercher, 2011; Siguaw, Enz, & A, 2008;
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Weaver, 22012) and com
mpare to others motivation m
models, Plog’s model is simpple and easily uunderstood (Litvin,
2006).

Figuree 1. Psychograpphic Positions of Destinationns (Adapted froom Plog, 20011)
Having seeen the Plog’ss model in predicting the evolution of destination, tthus this studyy will discusss the
applicable of these models from Malaaysia perspective. As mentiooned by Weaveer (2012), ventturers, centricss and
dependables have been linked
l
respectiively with the exploration, ddevelopment annd saturation oor decline stag
ges of
the tourism
m areas life cyccle of Butler (rrefer Table 1).
Table 1. Psychographicss predictors of destination liffe cycle
Butler Tourist Lifecycle
L
E
Exploratory
Stage of B
Plog’s Psyycographic Moodel
V
Venturer
Source: Pllog (1991) andd *Cooper(1997)

IInvolvement
N
Near-Venturerr

Developmeent
Mid-Centrric*

Consolidation/ Stagna
ation
Dependdable

Table 2. A
Allocentric andd psychocentricc travellers chaaracteristic
Psychocenttric (Dependablee)
Travel less frequently
Stay for shoorter periods of time
t
when traveelling
Spend less pper capita at thee destination
Prefer the fa
familiar in travell destinations
Like comm
monplace activitiees at travel destiinations
Tend to seelect recreationaal activities at these destinatioons
that also aree familiar
Prefer sun ‘‘n’ fun sports, inncluding consideerable relaxationn
Purchase plenty of souvennirs, tee-shirts, decals, and othher
strong visuaal reminders of where
w
they havee been
Are likely tto return to a desstination
Low activitty level
Prefer destiinations they cann drive to
Prefer heavvy tourist accom
mmodations, such as heavy hootel
developmennt, family type restaurant,
r
and toourist shops
Prefer familliar atmosphere))
Complete tour packagiing
scheduling of activities

appropriatte,

with

heaavy

Allocentriic (Venturer)
Travel moore frequently
Take relattively long trips
Spend moore each day perr capita
Prefer nonn-touristy areas
Enjoy sennse of discoverry and delight iin new experien
nces,
before othhers have visitedd the area
Prefer to participate in loocal customs annd habits and ten
nd to
avoid thoose events that seem too comm
mon or familiar, or
those stagged for tourists.
Prefer novvel and differentt destination
Purchase mostly authenttic local arts annd craft, rather than
souvenirs.
Tend to sseek new destinaations each yeaar, rather than re
eturn
to previouusly visited places.
High activvity level
Prefer flyiing to destinatioons
Tour acccommodations should includee adequate-to-g
good
hotels andd food, not necessarily modern oor chain-type ho
otels,
and few ‘ttourist’ type attrractions
Enjoy meeeting and dealiing with peoplee from a strang
ge or
foreign cuulture
Tour arraangements shouuld include baasics (transport and
hotels) annd allow consideerable freedom aand flexibility.

Source: Pllog (1991)
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Identifying psychographic segmentation parameters allows tourism destinations to increase the effectiveness of
their promotional campaigns by targeting the appropriate audience, focusing the message on actual segment
needs, and selecting the appropriate media. It can also create a long- term, sustainable competitive advantage for
a destination.
2. Methodology
The aim of the study is to recognise the psychographic group of travellers in each phase of Malaysia tourism
development. As asserted by Plog (1974), McKercher (2011) and Zirulia (2013) each stage of destination
appeals to different psychographic groups of travellers from Allocentrics and Psychocentrics, who determine the
character and success. Given this, the characteristic of qualitative methods are considered eminently more
suitable than those of quantitative. As qualitative is the root for interpretive paradigm, which recognises the
significance of subjective experience and is characterised by greater depth, a research design include data
gathering methods such as informal conversation with the government experts from the Ministry of Tourism and
Tourism Malaysia, archival data and inductive content analysis will be best suit for this study.
3. Plog’s Applied to Malaysia Destination
Different stages of Butler’s TALC will appeal to different psychological groups of travellers. According to Plog
(2001), in psychographic personality types as cited by Cooper (1997), Plog (2001) envisages that a destination
could appeal to allocentrics in the early stages (exploratory and involvement), to mid-centrics in the development
and to psychocentrics in the consolidation or stagnation stage. By understanding the psychographic curve, the
destination planner can predict and control the development pattern to maintain an ideal market positioning (Plog,
2001).
Each destination development stage will be appeal to a different psychographic group of travellers. This does
inexorably imply that from the First until the Fifth Plan, the Malaysia tourism industry appealed mostly to
allocentric and near allocentric travellers. As the demand increase and destination development become more
tourist-oriented, the destination attracted the mid-centric tourist (in Sixth to Seventh Plans). Finally, in the Eighth
and Ninth Plans, it appealed more to the psychocentric tourist than the allocentric tourist.
The segmentation strategy used by the Department of Tourism in the exploratory stage (First Plan) was based on
markets with the highest number of tourist arrivals. In other words, a geographic segmentation method was used.
However, due to the inadequate data for this period, it was uncertain whether the department recognized the
motivations of the target market and applied it in designing tourism products. Yet, based on the basic hotel
development constructed according to international standards and general facilities concentrated in the four
municipals areas, it can be concluded that the Department of Tourism did not differentiate its tourism product
according to target market preferences except when it came to developing the infrastructure generally to the
international tourists. Even though there was a lack of infrastructure to cater to foreign tourist demand, still
foreign tourist arrivals increased from 23,225 in 1965 to 76,384 in 1970 (Economic Planning Unit, 1971). This
results appear to mirror a remark already voiced by Plog (2001) that indicated, the segmentation market in the
First Plan (venturers) was adventurous and required few support services (such as hotels and restaurants,
organized sightseeing activities, or ‘things to do’). Evidently, this also led to the conclusion that the tourist
preferred novel destinations and enjoyed a sense of discovery, while also looking for the assurance of tour
accommodation and arrangement (transport, hotel, food).
The organising of the PATA conference in early 1972 (Second Plan) has made TDC notice the importance of
having a proper tourism planning (TDC, 1972). In comparison with previous plan, TDC started to organise
several marketing activities directed to its market segment whith the highest inbound tourist arrivals: Europe,
Australia, Japan, the Middle East and Southeast Asian countries (TDC, 1975). TDC also started to consider the
motivation of its market segment when their needs and preferences were taken into account. The significance of
nationality regarding travel motivation was consistent with other studies previously mentioned (Jonsson &
Devonish, 2008) (Pizam & Sussmann, 1995).
Hsieh, O’Leary & Morrison suggest that ‘segmentation leads to a more efficient allocation of marketing
resources and a more precise setting of market objectives. It can offer significant advantages as a competitive
strategy and as a guide to market planning and promotional activities’(1992, p. 210). This study confirms the
strategy utilized by TDC, where in order to design tourism products and manage its resources effectively either
in a short-term or long-term marketing strategy, it is important to understand the why, where and what the target
market.
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Considering the concentration on developing new tourism products and infrastructure that were tailored
according to market segment needs and preferences (in the Third Plan until Fourth Plan) indicated that the tourist
was motivated toward having a reasonable accommodation and infrastructure while visiting Malaysia. This was
similar to the finding by Plog (2001) in comparison to the venturers (First Plan), the near venturers were not as
adventurous. Thus, the government was responsible to develop more infrastructures to cater the near-venturers’
demand since the private sector usually participated less in the early tourism industry. This statement affirm the
fact that the ‘government has to undertake an entrepreneurial role to ensure the pioneer activities are initiated’
(Jenkins & Henry, 1982, p. 501). This was similar to respondent 3 (Tourism Malaysia) who stated the
government acts as a catalyst for tourism development. This idea was to demonstrate to the private sector the
lucrative nature of the tourism industry.
With the need to use resources efficiently, the government began by concentrating on the West Coast areas yet
not neglecting the East Coast areas. However, the infrastructure construction was still deficient in catering to
tourist demand. Thus, local involvement in creating the local atmosphere and providing native crafts and local
accommodation was enough to fulfil the venture and near-venture motivation curiosity about the local culture
and people (Plog, 2001). As most of the Malaysian market segment was somewhat under the venture, tending to
be more pragmatic and practical in selecting a destination, TDC’s advertising strategy concentrated on print
media and TV programme (film) with the nature, culture and friendly people attraction being highlighted. Indeed,
this finding was similar to Plog (1974), where he investigated media patterns and selective purchase habits. Plog
found that venturers tend to prefer print media and very selective in TV programmes with documentaries and TV
specials often being their favourite.
A 30 per cent increase of international tourists visiting Malaysia during the Fourth Plan led TDC to become
more structured in its segmentation strategy in the Fifth Plan (Economic Planning Unit, 1986). Besides, focusing
on high tourist arrivals, expenditure and motivation, TDC acknowledged the importance of categorizing its
international tourists into several factors such as awareness level, accessibility, government policies and desire to
travel The identification of these variables enabled Malaysia to become more focused on promotional activities,
enhancing infrastructure development (international and budgeted hotel standard and non-accommodation) and
improved road and air transportation efficiency.
By the development stage (Sixth Plan), the previous (First Plan until Fifth Plan) market segment criteria was
reassess and resulted to an identification of the purpose of travelling and type of tourist that come to each
destination (respondent 4,Tourism Malaysia). As a result, eight specific attractions (food, history, culture, sun,
fun sport and relaxation) at a given destinations (Tourism Malaysia, 1995) were developed to accommodate
tourist needs and preferences (respondent 1, Ministry of Tourism.). The sun, fun sport and relaxation such as
islands, beaches, and nature fit mid-centrics’ motivation, whose personalities fall between the Venturers and
Dependables (Weaver & Lawton, 2000).
At the beginning of the Seventh Plan, Tourism Malaysia started to aggressively consider high-spender tourists as
part of its segment. The cause of the selection was due to the lower or almost same number of foreign tourist
receipts compared with other countries (Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia), even though their tourist arrival
were lower than Malaysia’s (Ministry of Tourism, 2004). However, the marketing strategy convened by Tourism
Malaysia was unsuccessful as the implementation still revolved around mass tourism. As a result, from a list of
the ‘top tourism spenders in the world’ released by UWTO, 7 out of 15 countries were selected as potential
markets (United States, Germany, Japan, China, Republic of Korea, Sweden and Taiwan) (Ministry of Tourism,
2004). Besides these countries, Tourism Malaysia also considered Singapore, Indonesia, Australia, Scandinavia,
Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong and Russia, as these countries contributed to high expenditures to Malaysia. The
details of high-spending target markets’ characteristics and preferences indicate that most tourists prefer a
destination that has a high level of activity, is engaged in diversified cultures, activities or events and has both
novel and sun/sport activities. Since Malaysia’s destinations appeal mostly to the mid-centric market, TDC’s
objective to increase receipts was thus unsuccessful because mid-centric tourists will not spend as much as the
allocentric yet more than the psychocentric tourist (Plog, 2001; Plog, 1974 & Luostari,S. et al., 2013). This
might be one of the reasons for the disaster in appealing to the top spender tourist (which are the venturers and
near–venturers).
The penetration orientation toward high-spender tourists was continued in the Eighth Plan; however, the
adaptation of the high quality and exclusive destination strategy is less accepted by the private sector, as their
focus was still toward the mass tourism. The private’s sectors noncooperation occurred due to an aggressive
price competition with the competitors (Ministry of Tourism, 2004) as the product offered was generic in nature
(comprising tourism products similar to those of neighbouring countries. This would be similar to Ladkin and
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Bertramini’s (2002), who indicated that the private sector had not fully shared the same vision of tourism
development or its benefits with Tourism Malaysia. This statement was then confirmed by respondent 5
(Tourism Malaysia) who explained that ‘even though TDC’s strategy concentrated on high spenders, it did not
mean that the tourism package offered by the private sector had to concentrate only on this market. They could
sell their tour package to other markets (low and medium spenders) as well’. This, could contributed to the
failure of achieving the ‘value for money’ and high quality strategy. Evidently, this led to an unsustainable
industry as Malaysia slowly moves toward the psychocentrics /dependable market that spend less per capita on a
daily basis, prefer having a complete tour packaging and a familiar atmosphere. As verified by Plog (1974), a
‘destination that attracting more Mid-Centric to Psychocentric audiences will have a struggle in the future’
(p.58) as they less in spending, travelling and night of stay.
In addition to sustain the industry, by the Ninth Plan, Tourism Malaysia has introduced a new tourism product
that is attuned to a broad and larger segment of tourists (who travel and spend more) while maintaining the old
product (attractive tourism packages, hassle-free travel and upgraded transport infrastructure). Other activities to
attract tourist include the inaugural 1Malaysia Contemporary Art Tourism (MCAT), a three month event, aimed
at attracting high-spending tourists and Fabulous Food 1 Malaysia to display variety local foods. This strategy
might capture the allocentric individual that spends more than the mid-centric and psychocentric individuals. As
for promotion strategy, Tourism Malaysia has focused on both print and electronic media and the usage of
websites, Flickr, Youtube and Facebook, which cater to both types of psychographic groups.
4. Conclusion
This study basically supports the relevance of Plog’s psychographic models for predicting travel preferences,
intention and aspiration such as the type of products they prefer and places they like to visit. This creates a better
planning, management and marketing strategy that appeal to target prospects and travel experience. Since
Malaysia tourism development is consistent with psychographic concept, it is possible for Malaysia to control or
maintain development from approaching the decline stage and avoid becoming uncompetitive.
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